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Nobody’s happy when 
systems are slow  
Long wait times caused by slow responses drain productivity 
throughout your organization. As time passes without a fix, 
users start to lose patience.  

It’s even worse when you’re dealing with recurring 
performance issues. Even normally patient users will join in 
the complaints. Upper management starts to grumble. And 
each member of your IT team feels like they have that target 
on their back. There’s plenty of negativity to go around.

No team wants to feel like a failure. But identifying the cause 
of performance issues quickly, in increasingly complex and 
interdependent networked environments, can be a real 
challenge. Unfortunately, our human desire to find the quick 
fix, often leads us to processes, tools and behaviors that aren’t 
helpful. This is what causes the fails.

Every IT team wants to be and look their best so it can be 
helpful to see some of the common fails. We’ll also look 
at how to avoid those fails by employing the practices of 
some of the worlds highest performance teams derived 
from a recent study conducted by Enterprise Management 
Associates (EMA). 

IT’S EVEN WORSE WHEN THOSE PROBLEMS KEEP 

COMING BACK

Normally patient users join in the complaint storm. 
Upper management starts to grumble. And each 
member of the IT team feel like they have a target on 
their backs.

https://www.ipswitch.com/resources/whitepapers-ebooks/how-high-performing-it-teams-monitor-their-networks
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Avoidance strategy 
A recent study conducted by EMA measured the percentage of service affecting incidents that were first learned about 
from users (not through monitoring). Although it seems counterintuitive, they found a direct correlation between the 
percentage of user reported problems and the number of silo-specific monitoring tools in use. 

Low performing teams tend to have more tools monitoring different technologies (network vs server vs application). High 
performing teams tend to rely on fewer tools, some of which monitor a broader range of technologies.

Fail #1 - Spending 
too much time in 
reactive mode
All IT teams spend some time in reactive mode. 
Every organization experiences  unplanned 
service interruptions. The measure of a good 
operations team, however, is how often they 
are reacting to versus proactively addressing 
performance issues. 

When users report a problem, and you are 
already working on a solution, you have a head 
start on troubleshooting time. If you first learn 
there is a problem from a user’s complaint, it is 
more likely you will be perceived as taking too 
long to resolve the issue. LOW PERFORMING IT TEAMS SPEND 

MORE TIME REACTING TO ISSUES THEY 
ARE  ILL-PREPARED TO RESOLVE

The research suggests that using a smaller 
number of tools with a broader scope of 
technologies provides an advantage. End-to-
end visibility and dependency-aware alerts help 
enable earlier detection of developing problems.

Finding the problem before the users do requires 
diligence. Threshold-based monitoring alerts 
must be set so as to provide meaningful early 
warnings of conditions in one technology that 
may lead to downstream problems. 

These alert thresholds should be based on 
historical performance data. In this way, they can 
be configured to  achieve the fine balance of not 
generating too many false positives while still 
catching troublesome conditions. 

28.97%

35.72%

52.23%

1 to 3 tools in use 4 to 10 tools in use 11 or more tools in use

Percentage of problems first reported by end-users (source EMA)
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Fail #2 - Spending 
too much time 
resolving issues
As we said before, identifying the root cause 
of issues in complex networked environments 
can be a real challenge. Unfortunately, many IT 
teams set themselves up for failure by adopting 
processes, tools and behaviors that aren’t helpful. 
A good example is relying on a large number of 
disparate, technology specific monitoring tools. 

In those conditions, triage teams operate without 
an ‘end-to-end’ view of the problem they are 
trying to resolve. This  leads to a series of best 
guesses as to potential causes. As each successive 
diagnostic path fails to address the issue, time 
drags on and users become more frustrated. 

Avoidance strategy 
The EMA study also found a correlation between the 
number of monitoring tools in use and the time spent in 
problem resolution. You guessed it, more tools are not 
better in this case. 

Silo specific tools are often configured to detect what 
the responsible Subject Matter Expert (SME) considers 
problematic. That might not be the same condition 
someone responsible for an end-to-end service would 
look for to indicate potential causes of downstream 
problems. What passes as a ‘healthy’condition at one 
level of the service delivery stack may cause disastrous 
results at a higher level. 

The ‘too many siloed tools’ monitoring approach often 
adds considerable delay to your mean time to resolution 
(MTTR) especially in more complex IT environments. 
Addtionally, IT teams with one to three monitoring 
tools spend almost 33% of their time on other tasks and 
projects. That is 10% to 20% more time on meaningful 
projects than teams with four or more tools. 

67.39%

73.30%
70.48%

32.61%

26.70%
29.53%

Troubleshooting Other tasks & projects

1 to 3 tools 4 to 10 tools 11 or more tools
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Fail #3 - Failure to find and fix the root cause
The more complex the issue, the less likely the cause can be found quickly. Some issues, like those involving inter-
dependencies between middle-ware, applications and databases, are especially difficult to isolate. When triage teams are 
having difficulty finding the actual cause of an issue, they become more desperate for a quick fix. Often a quick reboot of a 
server will resolve the performance impact. Service is restored and everyone is happy - right?

Actually, high performing IT teams realize that this approach can lead to the creation of ‘zombie’ problems that keep 
coming back to haunt them. The more service impacting incidents resolved by reboot the larger the percentage of the 
time spent troubleshooting recurring issues.

Avoidance strategy
It is not likely you can find the root cause of every problem you are faced with. High performance IT teams, however, find 
more of them thus creating fewer ‘zombies’. But how exactly do fewer tools lead to higher root cause identification rates?

The trick here is that these teams are leveraging tools that monitor multiple technologies to provide more of an end-
to-end view of their environments. According to Enterprise Management Associates (EMA) “While discrete network 
management tools often fail to reveal interdependencies among the metrics they and other tools collect, multifunction 
management systems reveal these interdependencies and present them to network operations in various forms, from 
customizable dashboards and reports to dependency-aware alerts.”

Using one tool that provides a consolidated, end-to-end view of your environment provides multiple benefits. You are 
alerted to more problems before users report them and you are able to resolve issues faster.  Combined, those two benefits 
give you more time, without pressure, to find the root cause of problems before users get frustrated. This allows high 
performance teams to identify more root causes of problem thereby creating less ‘zombies’.
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Avoid the 3 fails of network monitoring with 
WhatsUp® Gold
WhatsUp® Gold is the favorite network monitoring tool of tens of thousands of IT pros. It allows you to monitor any mix 
of networks, servers, virtual machines, applications, traffic flows and configurations across Windows, LAMP and Java 
environments. More importantly, you can do it all with one flexible, affordable license that allows you to mix and match 
what you are monitoring at will. There’s no need to purchase individual licenses for applications, network devices or 
network flow sources - they’re all included.

Proactively monitor networks, traffic, physical servers, VMs and applications with powerful and easy-to-use maps, 
dashboards and alerts. Our unique interactive map quickly shows your end-to-end network, infrastructure and virtual 
health, providing the context of how everything is connected and dynamically responding to interactions to give you the 
fastest time-to-answers.

WhatsUp Gold streamlines workflows by letting you initiate management tasks directly from the interactive map or 
workspace. Easily switch between physical, virtual, wireless and dependency views to accelerate root cause analysis. 
Workflows are optimized, intuitive and initiated from the network map or easily-customizable dashboards. The result is 
simpler, more intuitive troubleshooting that lets you find and fix problems faster than ever.
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See how easy it is to avoid the 3 network 
monitoring fails. 

Download your FREE TRIAL of WhatsUp® Gold

About Progress
Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) offers the leading platform for developing and deploying 
strategic business applications. We enable customers and partners to deliver modern, 
high-impact digital experiences with a fraction of the effort, time and cost. Progress 
offers powerful tools for easily building adaptive user experiences across any type of 
device or touchpoint, the flexibility of a cloud-native app dev platform to deliver modern 
apps, leading data connectivity technology, web content management, business rules, 
secure file transfer, network monitoring, plus award-winning machine learning that 
enables cognitive capabilities to be a part of any application. Over 1,700 independent 
software vendors, 100,000 enterprise customers, and two million developers rely on 
Progress to power their applications. 

Learn about Progress at www.progress.com or +1-800-477-6473.

https://www.ipswitch.com/forms/free-trials/whatsup-gold

